VOLAC CALF MILK REPLACERS
Available from Brett Brothers Ltd
Blossom is ideal for high
performance beef and dairy
units
Formulated for growth rates of
+/- 650g/d to weaning
A high quality ‘all rounder’ for
beef & dairy
Encourages early solid feed
intake
Protein Oil
Ash
Fibre
Designed for use in
23% 18% 7.5% 0%
bucket and machine
rearing systems

Callan: Tel. 056 77 55300

Volac Olympian has been
designed for the modern beef
enterprise and traditional
dairy units.
Olympian offers farmers
exceptional, cost effective
growth rates. Formulated
with very high energy levels,
it results in not only
Protein Oil
Ash
well-grown calves
20% 20% 8%
but also goodlooking ones.

Heiferlac has been developed
specifically for the modern
dairy heifer calf and will result
in the fast frame growth
required in the early part of life
to achieve all target weights to
bulling and beyond.

Fibre

0%

Brett Brothers Ltd at:
Ardfinnan: Tel. 0527466208

Ideal for once and twice a day
feeding and some ad-lib
Protein Oil
Ash
systems requiring an
26% 16% 7%
instant type powder.

Fibre

0%

Windgap: Tel. 051 648204
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